
1) The Fox, The Goose, and Joan of Arc by Will Blythe 

Two mischievous runaway kids who live in a treehouse try to rob an apple tree but find a pilot 
stuck in the tree with a fear of heights who thinks he’s made it to France. 

Characters: 
Mike Bard - The Narrator 
● Age 7 - 11 
● Male 

OIo Ganz - Protagonist 
● 10 - 13 
● Male 
● Brown hair and has an affinity for comedy 

Wallace - The Fox 
● 6-8 
● Want someone on the short side 
● Great at animal noises 

Maggie - The leader 
● 10-13 
● Female 
● Can do an Irish accent 

Joan of Arc 
● 19-22 
● Female 
● Can do a French accent 

Racoon, bear, crow, two squirrels, and possum 
● Characters open to anyone between the ages of 5-10 

2) Saturday Nights by Aastha Kannan 

*** All three characters must be of the same race/ethnicity because they are related.*** 

NOVELLA (Main Lead) – Female, Mid to late 20s 
ASTRA (Suppordng) – Female, Aged 17/18 or college going age 
AUNT ELLIE (Suppordng) – Female, Late 30’s 

3) Zoetrope by Marcus Soltzberg 
- Male, early 20s 
- Male, 10-14 years old 



4) I am Not my Mother by Nitya Merhotra 
protagonist: 
18-25 years old 
female 
South Asian 
pedte 
shouldn't be claustrophobic  

friend: 
18-25 years old 
any gender 
any ethnicity 

mother: 
30-40 year old 
female 
South Asian 

5) The Wych Elm by Lukas Gordon 
Rosalie (Female, Age: 20-23)  

Rosalie is the lead character of this story. A strong-willed young woman with a tough demeanor 
from her rough upbringing in a remote logging town. She’s had to take care of her younger 
brother ever since he was born, and feels protecdve of him as a result. When he goes missing, 
she is obsessed with finding him, and finds herself at odds with those around her. Despite her 
hard luck and seeming roughness, she is deeply curious, supersddous, and observant.  

Sheriff (Male, Age: 50-60) 

A sensidve, gruff, radonal older man whose been the sheriff in town for years. He doesn’t have 
much to do since no one lives there, but he’s haunted by his inability solve the case of Rosalie’s 
missing brother, Jeffrey.  

Jerry (Store Owner) (Male, Age: 60-74) 

Lived in the town his whole life. A shopkeeper and former lumberjack who harbors a deep 
nostalgia for the way the town used to be, and seems to be under a strange influence from the 
surrounding forest.  

Jeffrey (Male, Age: 15-16)  

Rosalie’s younger brother. A curious, moody kid whose private life is shrouded in mystery for 
most around him. Very interior. Feels trapped in his hometown and desperately wants to leave. 
Has a deep connecdon with his sister, Rosalie.  



Angela (Female, Age 18-19) 

Jeffrey’s girlfriend. Used to be a typical teenager in a small town, but has become jaded and is 
sdll traumadzed by Jeffrey’s disappearance. She believes that something happened to him in 
the woods and harbors secrets about plans she and Jeffrey had together.  

6) Shanghai to New York by Suyang Liang 

1. Yu 
（female, Asian, senior in college, age≈22, preferably speaks Chinese ） 
characterisdc: polite, sensidve, sympathedc, shy and quiet with strangers but talkadve among 
friends. 
 
2. Kai 
（male, Asian, freshman in college,  age≈18, preferably speaks Chinese) 
characterisdc: introvert, genuine, easy to get nervous or embarrassed, self-discipline. 
 
3. Tao 
(male, Asian, senior in college, age≈22, preferably speaks Chinese) 
characterisdc: friendly, talkadve, energedc, somedmes inconsiderate. 
 
4. Ququn 
(male, Asian, freshman, age≈18, preferably speaks Chinese) 
characterisdc: calm, radonal, neat freak 
 
5. Fan 
(female, Asian, college student, preferably speaks Chinese) 
characterisdc: emodonal, impulsive, self-centered, but cares about her family and friends, does 
not like to inidate conversadons with strangers. 
 
6. Xiao 
(female, Asian, college student, preferably speaks Chinese) 
characterisdc: careless, casual, confident  

7.flight aIendant 
(female, Asian, 5'7 or taller, age≈30, preferably speaks Chinese) 
characterisdc: elegant polite amiable 

7) EZ Office by Aidan Burke 

Frances (Male 18-24) 
Grant (Male 35+) 
Training Video Extra (Female 30+) 



Customer #1 (Female 60 +) 
Customer #2 (Male 30+) 

8) SGll Alive by Jaehee Cheong 
(see aIachment) 

9) by Michelle Collado 

Crystal- main character  
age range 19-22 
Ethnicity/race -Black or afro Latinx 

Isaiah - man 19-24 , Black or Afro Latinx  
Celine’s boyfriend,  

Celine- woman 19-22  any person of color  
Naive  

Eva - woman 19-23  any race  
Rude, dismissive 

10)  Fairy by Xander Trop 
Protagonist: male, 15 - 17 - queer POC actor 
Fairies: 3-4 people, ages 17 - 22 - should be queer POC 
Bullies: 2-3 people, in their 20s 
Several extras for both categories (non-speaking parts) 

11)  
Short Film: Remembered a Second Time by Preeti Ganesh 
A young, talented saleswoman comes across a mythical object that lets her re-imagine her memories of 
her childhood.  

Production Locations: Providence, Rhode Island, TBA 

Phoebe, Female, 20-23,  
An ambitious, scrappy, and sagacious saleswoman in her early 20s, who serves as a middleman in an 
illicit antiquities market. Phoebe contends with deep feelings of neglect through an obstinate 
determination to be independent, but also remains unquestioningly loyal to those she commits herself to.  

Geraldine, Female, 40-45 
An archeologist who is established in her field, Geraldine is cunning, manipulative, enigmatic, and has a 
very grounded sense of authority- she gives the impression of elevation and class, while also remaining 
stolid when she has to be.  


